Fun, mud, music make up GDI Week

Lisa Lannigan
Staff

A week of relay races, mind-puzzling games, and old-fashioned mud fun, another GDI Week came to a close for the residence halls on campus.

"Our goal was to get as many people as possible to participate," said Kurt Gossage, Residence Halls Association program coordinator. "We had every hall participate in some way."

Events started off with the mudscat contest and air bands. Throughout the week, residents competed in events such as win, lose or draw, water volleyball and ball feud. Many events used the coordinated efforts of the Big Brother, Little Sister halls; including the traditional tug-of-war on the Wallace Complex lawn Thursday night. All halls participating received points for events, with extra points given for first, second and third places.

Gossage said most people turned out for win, lose or draw and water volleyball. "We had 150 people turn out for water volleyball," Gossage said. "We probably had 600 to 700 people show up for all the different events this year."

Another traditional event, the Penny Wars, took in money from all the halls to donate to charity. Each hall was given a coffee can to put pennies in. Competing halls could then add pennies of the other halls by dropping silver coins or dollars into the can. The amount of silver coins was subtracted from the pennies, causing some halls with a can full of money to have a negative score. The hall with the most pennies won the war for the night. Over all, residents raised $1,635.38 for the United Way.

Originally, the tug-of-war event was not on the agenda for GDI Week. The event was added after the RHA office received many calls from halls interested in having the traditional event. "Halls asked for it, people looked forward to it, and we wanted to accommodate them," Gossage said.

Over-all winners were calculated and announced Saturday night. In the men's halls, Clauke made it to finals with 533 points, Byham second with 385 and Targhee third with 260. In the women's halls, the <SEE GDI PAGE 5> Wallace Complex study lounge Wednesday night.

Faculty Council plans to review president applications

Christopher Clancy
Staff

Yet another step forward in the process of selecting a new president, the Faculty Council announced a timeline for applying for the position in a meeting Tuesday, in Decker Hall.

Faculty Council Vice Chair, Mary K. Bolin announced the preliminary review as part of the search process began in September. The committee will review between 150 and 200 applicants in order to verify references, in addition to continuing an ongoing process of reviewing applications.

It is expected that by the semi-finalist stage, between 20 and 25 potential candidates will be left.

The decision at the university level will send five to 10 of those remaining on to a panel of the Idaho State Board of Education, leading to a final selection by late February.

In the first meeting of the Presidential Search Committee Sept. 25, committee members echoed concerns and qualifications presented by an earlier Faculty Council meeting. During the meeting, members of the committee called for a leader with a background in academics, community leadership, fundraising and communication skills.

The screening will be based according to the job description, said Bolin. The decision was a result of an initial attempt to follow standard forms used by other regional universities, such as ISU and WSU that proved too restrictive for the committee, said Bolin.

While Bolin's remarks, Tuesday consisted more of a summary of events than an open forum, some faculty members encouraged nominations.

"This is the equivalent of a primary," said Professor Stephen Coke, "now is the time to make a nomination."

Flys infest new food court; pig caught kissing outside

Janet Birdsell
Staff

The sound of Fly flew filled the new food court last week and a pig snorted around the entrance of the grand opening celebration.

The Flys, a music group from California, performed in the food court Friday afternoon. The concert was broadcast by KUSI.

"We're from Los Angeles. We've never performed in a food court before," they told the audience. The band was on their way to a concert in Spokane, Wash., and was scheduled to play John's Alley Saturday night.

Student Union Director David Mucci kissed a pig Thursday to fulfill a promise made to the ASUI Student body.

"I was confident enough that the food court would be completed by Aug. 28, I told the Senate I would kiss a pig if it wasn't completed," Mucci said. Before kissing Wynonna the pig, Mucci fed her beets, mints and presented her with a bouquet of carnations, which she promptly ate. Mucci donned bright red lipstick and a "We're doing it" t-shirt.

"I'm obligated to kiss a pig. We ought to have some fun. We ought to do it right," he said. As a crowd gathered to watch the spectacle, Mucci turned to them. "You are all sick people, you realize that?"

Some observers were pink noses and puckered up in support of Mucci. "He's got a great sense of humor," said a staff member.

"It was a once-in-a-lifetime experience... hopefully," Mucci said after kissing Wynonna's neck.

As part of the grand opening, a mountain bike drawing was held. The bike was won by Ed Provanda of Moscow.
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Weather
It's fall, what do you expect the weather to be? Cloudy, a chance of rain, and highs in the 50s and 60s; lows around 40.
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605 requires that counties provide ballots written in a minority language if more than 5 percent of 6,000 voting-age citizens are members of a single language minority and do not speak or understand English well enough to vote, or if the ratio of citizens of single-language minority who have not completed fifth grade is higher than 10 percent.

In past Minidoka County elections, one Spanish-language ballot per polling place has been available for voters to vote with. Counties may make ballots for one or two people per polling place used each election.
Greyhounds given ‘the best chance’ after racing days

Sean Tetton

Greyhound dogs are bred for racing. When Greyhounds can no longer compete profitably, they are sold for research or destroyed. While this practice still exists, many Greyhounds are now offered for adoption.

John Horn of Cœur d'Alene, Idaho, has overseen the adoption of more than a thousand Greyhounds during the past decade. Horn's nonprofit organization, Greyhound Pets, Inc., acquires dogs from Cœur d'Alene Greyhound Park and offers them for adoption.

GPI asks prospective owners for a donation of $30 to adopt a Greyhound. However, GPI spends approximately $175 per dog in veterinary care and maintenance.

The dogs are neutered, given shots, and receive a clean bill of health before they are offered for adoption.

Particular care is taken when finding a home for a Greyhound. GPI volunteers visit homes of prospective owners to ensure suitable surroundings exist for the dog. "We try to match the dog to the best family we can," said Horn. "We want to increase the odds in the dog's favor."

GPI volunteer and University of Idaho student Matt Weks has made home visits. "The reason why we do home visits is to make sure people have a fenced yard," he said. "We also make sure people who want to adopt the dogs are aware of what's involved, because they do take special care."

Greyhounds require more maintenance than typical dogs. They require a little more body fat, making them susceptible to cold and rain. "They are indoor dogs," Weks said.

Weks says Greyhounds are trained to fixate on objects, and if the dog locks-in on something, they will chase it. "They should always be on a leash," he said. "They are smart dogs and learn fast."

Weks says Greyhounds are clean animals, rarely bark, seldom shed, and are patient with children. They are gentle dogs, and very affectionate," he said. "They like to be around you."

Greyhounds commonly suffer separation anxiety. The dogs have been around humans and other Greyhounds all of their lives, and become frightened when left alone. "They are very social," Weks said.

Weks has been a GPI volunteer since 1994, and has adopted two Greyhounds for...

* SEE GREYHOUNDS PAGE 5

-----

Sweet Baby is one of the Greyhounds saved and adopted out by Greyhound Pets, Inc. Prospective owners are charged $120 to adopt a dog through the service.

Police still searching for evidence in student murder case

Mike McNulty

Local police are still hunting for an important piece of evidence in the murder of 17-year-old Matt Weks, a Moscow senior and his wife.

Moscow police are searching for a door which was taken from his bingoes inside Apt. No. 2 at 443 Latah St. where University of Idaho student Ning Li and his wife Xue Ge were stabbed to death May 30 or 31.

The interior wooden door, investigators believe, was dumped somewhere in Whilmar or Latah County by a murderer hoping to stash the evidence and make an escape.

Investigators unearthed no signs of missing evidence in a June search but still hope to find the door which may have been buried or covered along with some gray carpet pieces, assorted household items, newspapers and photographs.

Former graduate student Wenkai Li, 25, is the main suspect in the case, and has been charged with two counts of first degree murder. He pleaded innocent during a pre-trial meeting in June. The lifelong resident, police believe, may have loaded the door into a white 1993 Ford Aerostar van which rested on May 30 and drove somewhere out of town to hide. The dogs are now at the Kitsap Humane Society.

Detective Sgt. Neil Olsenberg is now asking local hunters and bikers to keep an eye out for the door or anything suspicious. He believes Li drove within a 40-mile radius of Moscow sometime during Memorial Day weekend and disposed of the items.

During a preliminary hearing, several witnesses said they saw the suspect with the white van on May 30 or 31.

Investigators believe after the murder, Li cleaned the apartment, put the bodies in sleeping bags, canceled the utilities, paid one month's rent and drove to Moscow sometime in June.

The bodies of the two victims were taken to Wyoming and dumped there. Shortly after finding the corpses, Wyoming state police arrested Li in connection with the murders.

Last month a cousin of Ning Li wrote a letter to Moscow residents calling for the death penalty and expressing his anger over what he described as the defendant's lack of remorse.

"It is a great shame to defend or even help such a person or to say that he is a nice person," Yuanchang Li, a Maryland mathematician wrote. "If he had a little humanity, he would regret what he did, not smile in the court like he's enjoying the attention."

Yuanchang and Xue Ge's sister, from New York, hope to deliver this month a list of signatures they hope will convince the court to seek the death penalty.

Trial is scheduled to begin Nov. 6, after the court decides on an impartial jury.

Anyone with information about the case or the missing evidence should call the MPD at (208) 882-5553 or the Campus Substation at (208) 885-7072.
Pi Beta Phi raises money for philanthropy

Jennifer Eng '97

Guy Wicks Field was the place to be on Saturday if you like chocolate pudding, whipped cream and ice cream.

The women of Pi Beta Phi held their annual Arrow Challenge as one of their main fundraising drives for national philanthropy, the Arrowroot Settlement School.

Megan Russell, philanthropy chairperson of Pi Beta Phi commented, "Arrow Challenge will really kick us off this year, really pulled us out of the weather." Arrow Challenge began at 10 a.m. on Saturday with men from University of Idaho fraternities competing for the Pi Beta Phi's Arrow Challenge. Prizes for residence halls were unable to participate due to inclement weather.

The events were kicked off with the pyramidal race and followed with tug-of-war, the surprise event, a spoon race and an obstacle course. Fraternities seemed to be having a different strategy for each event. The spoon race involved four members sliding a spoon tied with a string one past leg.

Justin Oliver Ruen '97

The pennies today University of Idaho students will result in a major future cash fund says Trent Armstrong, Professor of Secondary Education and co-founder of the Found Money Fund. The Pennies for Progress project is a part of the huge federal agency tries to pass authority on to individual states.
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Perry cites 'red line' on Russian role in Bosnia peace force

William Perry, the U.S. national security adviser, said Monday he was considering setting a "red line" for Russian involvement in the peace process in Bosnia.

"We will be as flexible and creative as possible, but there will be a red line over which we cannot cross," Perry said.

---William Perry
United States secretary of Defense

--

Associated Press

WILLIAMSBURG, Va.—NATO is eager to include Russia in a military force to implement a Bosnia cease-fire but will not cross the "red line" of giving Moscow an equal role in the force, Defense Secretary William Perry said Friday.

"We will be as flexible and creative as possible," Perry told a news conference before the closing session of a two-day NATO defense ministers conference. "But there will be a red line over which we cannot cross."

That line, Perry said, is the requirement that command of a peace implementation force in Bosnia be unified under NATO, not shared with Russian generals.

"We will not establish a dual key over military operations in Bosnia," he said.

Michael Portillo, the British defense minister, told a news conference the main condition for participation by Russia, which is not a NATO member, was its agreement to give the alliance full control.

Willy Claes, the NATO secretary general, told reporters after the closing session of the two-day meeting in Williamsburg's restored colonial district that the allies considered it a necessity to have Russian ground troops involved in the peace force, in view of Russia's status as a member of the U.N. Security Council and the "contest group" that has pursued a Bosnian cease-fire.

Just hours before Claes spoke, the Belgian supreme court asked the country's parliament to approve putting Claes on trial for alleged corruption while he was in the Belgian government. Asked whether he was considering resigning his NATO post, Claes said no and declared, "I am totally innocent."

NATO has agreed that no allied force will be sent to Bosnia until a final peace deal is signed. Peace negotiations are to begin near the end of this month.

Gen. George Joulwan, supreme commander of allied forces in Europe, said the American public should understand that any military operation in Bosnia will be dangerous.

"As many as 25,000 American troops could be involved in a peace force," although Joulwan stressed that the exact makeup of the force is yet to be determined.

"It is risky" for the troops no matter how big the force, he said in an interview here with CNN. He added that "clarity of mission and purpose" is essential to minimize the risk.

Perry declined to say what proposals he would make to Grachev at their meeting Sunday. He said that he had received several ideas from his NATO counterparts in Williamsburg and that he would present some or all to Grachev, depending on the degree of flexibility the Russian defense chief shows.

Among issues mentioned by U.S. officials speaking privately during the Williamsburg meeting is having Russia involved in support roles such as transportation, engineering and logistics rather than policing the lines of separation that presumably will be created in Bosnia as part of a peace settlement.

Perry emphasized the importance of finding a way to accommodate the Russians, who are angry over NATO's plans to expand eastward with new European members. The Russians also were upset with NATO's siding of the Bosnian Serbs, who are traditional Russian allies.

Perry said it was time to create "a new partnership" between NATO and Russia.

---

GDI FROM PAGE 1

Forney came in first with 505 points, Houston second with 480 and McCoy third with 385. In the coed ball division, Olsen came in first with 460, McConnell second with 480 and Scholten third with 255 points.

Winning trophies for the men's and women's balls will be passed on to the over-11 winners. Winning balls of individual events will receive plaques with their names.

The order of events for GDI week should be available in about two weeks. Those who bought a shirt can pick them up then from the RHA office or their hall president.

After all the events of the week, most valuable players were nominated and gave statements.

"The main thing was not the competition," Gossage said. "The biggest focus was to get people out, to have fun and to encourage hall unity."

GREYHOUND FROM PAGE 3

himself. "I want people to adopt these dogs because they want to," he said.

"Not because they feel sorry for them."

Weeks says racing is hard on Greyhounds. "I've seen what they look like coming out of the track," he said. "If the dogs don't get adopted, they get killed. We can't get rid of as many as we can for adoption."

Here said of recent allegations of Greyhound abuse at Coeur d'Alene Greyhound Park, "The people complaining are disgruntled employees who had been discharged from the track."

Here said animal rights groups who want the track closed would "deal the Greyhounds the worst fate. If the track closed, the dogs would not have a chance." He says the Greyhounds would be shipped off for research, sent to inferior tracks, or immediately destroyed. "The Coeur d'Alene track is the best facility in terms of adoption," he said.

Weeks says prospective owners have many questions about Greyhounds. "We put out a handbook that describes what to expect from the dogs, what kind of life they have had, and how to take care of them," he said.

For more information about Greyhound adoptions, call Greyhound Pets, Inc., at 1-800-228-7794.
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Despite efforts, phosphorus levels continue to rise

Associated Press

COEUR D'ALENE—Since the city of Coeur d'Alene banned laundry detergents containing phosphorus nearly six years ago, levels of the element entering the city's sewage plant have been reduced 25 percent.

And despite a removal rate of 92 percent during the advanced treatment process, the daily level of phosphorus dumped into the Spokane River is increasing by more than 13 pounds a day.

According to August 1995 statistics, 169 pounds of phosphates enter the sewage plant each day. That represents 0.07 percent of the 3.1 million gallons in the river each day.

Rising amounts of phosphorus in the river have officials considering ways to further reduce the load, Coeur d'Alene wastewater superintendent Sidney Fredrickson said.

At the current rate, the city's treatment plant would reach the federally allowable maximum daily load limit of phosphorus in about seven years, Fredrickson said.

A technical advisory committee is studying ways to reduce phosphorus levels entering the waterway, including the possible introduction of more basins.

Phosphorus is known to promote plant growth in water and cause algae blooms, which deteriorate water quality.

Fredrickson said the Spokane River Management Technical Advisory Committee is not sure how much good additional basin would do, however.

"We don't at this point in the game have a clue as to how much phosphorus comes to the plant from other detergents," he said.

Old baseball now worth $39,000 for Hayden couple

Associated Press

COEUR D'ALENE—A weathered, bloated baseball that was taken up in a shoe box has earned a Hayden couple thousands of dollars.

The ball—a souvenirographed by Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig and several all-time baseball greats—was sold for $39,000 on Thursday at Christie's Auction House in New York City.

Ruth hit the ball for a home run in baseball's first All-Star game in 1933.

Former St. Louis Cardinals player Pepper Martin paid an usher $20 gold piece to retrieve the ball from a spectator, said Alan Cherry, who co-owned the ball with his wife Alyne. Martin's father, then had Ruth and other stars sign it.

"Pepper wanted the ball" because he'd gotten to "know Babe and he was a big fan of Babe," Alan Cherry said.

Martin, who died in 1965, left 21 baseballs to his three daughters. They drew stewards to determine who would get the Ruth ball, and Alyne won.

- Allen Cherry had stored the ball for several years with other stacks of baseball memorabilia in a shoe box. He was told last year that the ball might be of considerable value and began taking steps to document the ball's authenticity.

- The ball was purchased by Frank Budrack, a Riverside, Ill., collector and a Ruth fan.

- For $2,600, Budrack also bought a National League All-Star ball from Alyne and Alyne Cherry.

- Allen Cherry had hoped the Ruth ball would fetch about $15,000, and Budrack had figured on spending about $18,000.

- But the price skyrocketed when another bidder offered more than $30,000, Budrack said.
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National security: America's defense or admiral's convenience

BOISE—State officials are now moving on two, seemingly opposing, fronts in the con-
troversy over federal efforts to resume radiative dumping at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. On one hand, Gov. Phil Batt and his aides are trying to iron out the final details of a deal that would allow dumping over 1,000 more shipments of nuclear waste at the INEL during the next 40 years under a guarantee that all waste will be removed by the end of that period. And at the same time, the governor’s attor-
ney is preparing to tell U.S. District Judge Edward Lodge on Thursday that the govern-
ment was so sloppy in its environmental analysis that no credence can be given to its conclusion that more waste can be safely stored at the INEL.

The legal effort to block any further dump-
ing at INEL is consistent with the stand the state has taken since Oct. 15, 1988, when for-
er Gov. Cecil Andrus began the battle that has finally focused national attention on the federal failure to develop a coherent nuclear waste disposal policy.

But Batt’s efforts to cut some kind of deal—with enforceable guarantees of waste removal—was forced by the Navy and its claims that national security is being under-
mined more and more every day that waste from its nuclear warships is not dumped on the
eastern Idaho desert.

Butterressed by warnings that without resumed dumping thousands of shiploads lay-
offs will occur in Washington, Virginia and Maine, the Navy has generated solid congres-
sional support for dumping the Idaho National site of that military waste.

The state maintains there is no justification for the Navy’s tactic.

“No objective standard has been cited which permits anyone, including this court, to objectively evaluate the Navy’s claims,” state lawyers have already told Judge. “As a concept, national security, as presented here, is like tax code: it can be shaped to fit whatever circumstances the Navy happens to be facing.”

Justice Department lawyers counter that the military’s judgment on national security in fact is subjective and responsive to changing circumstances and therefore significantly respected by the judiciary as it has in past rul-
ings.

“That is exactly why we trust these deter-
nations to experienced military personnel and others, is Congress or the Department of Defense, intimately familiar with national security issues,” their legal briefs say.

“If recognizing and resolving threats to national security were an exact science, there would be no need for courts to offer such substantial deference to military judgment,” according to the briefs.

The Navy claims it has to immediately dump 24 waste shipments in Idaho so the nuclear aircraft carrier USS Nimitz can be refueled and five fast-attack nuclear sub-
marines and a nuclear cruiser can be decom-
misioned.

It claims the Nimitz refueling is already six months behind schedule and that will delay its return to the war fleet. That, the govern-
ment contends, will seriously affect the nation’s military readiness although it admits that does not occur until 2001.

Adm. J.M. Boorda, chief of naval opera-
dions, said that his fleet’s ability to cover crit-
ical areas of the globe will be seriously impaired by the delay in refueling the Nimitz because it will increase the period of time there will only be 11 carriers to cover an area that suffers some coverage gaps with a dozen carriers a sea.

Without the extra shipments, the govern-
ment says the six nuclear vessels cannot be on station simultaneously. Each vessel must be tied up and manned around the clock until their spent fuel can be removed. That ties up over 800 sailors on what the Navy called “dead” ships, affecting the availability of trained nuclear personnel for active ships and creating morale problems admirals say will make it difficult to retain and retain skilled sailors.

As a matter of time, the United States would be handling nuclear fuel in the same way the Russians, who have been loudly criti-
cized by the U.S. as well as other nations for the potentiality severe safety problems that create.

And Richard Guida, a civilian official in the Naval Reactors Program, said the ban on shipments has prevented technical examina-
tion of spent fuel that is required to maintain safe operations of the nuclear fleet.

As far as the state’s claim that the govern-
ment has not proven more waste can be dumped safely, the Justice Department sim-
ply says that should make no difference.

Even if the Energy Department did not com-
ply with environmental laws, the state says the Navy should be permitted to resume ship-
ments to INEL, “because it is difficult to ad-

cise of a more compelling showing of hand-
ship to the public interest than is present here.”

But Batt has argued that the real threat is in the potential contamination of the Snake River Plain Aquifer, which provides water to southern Idaho and Lies beneath the waste storage sites at the INEL.

And his attorneys give little quarter to the
Navy’s national security claims.

Adm. Bruce DethMat tells Judge that 24
shipments are crucial to maintaining national security. But Defense Secretary William Perry certified that only 12 were required to keep the nation safe.

Continuing the shipment ban impacts mili-
itary readiness. But DeMars admits that to
him national security is threatened if some-
thing happens that way he wants to do his job, or as the state claims, “he may be incompetent.”

Guida says spent fuel must be examined for continued warship safety but acknowledges that there is already a backlog of sever-

al years of spent fuel to be examined at the INEL already.

Boorda contends morale—and the ability to attract skilled people—will be damaged by keeping sailors on the “dead” ships but Navy braves efforts to show evidence showing a link between refusal to refuel and extended on-
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tion of spent fuel that is required to maintain safe operations of the nuclear fleet.

As far as the state’s claim that the govern-
ment has not proven more waste can be dumped safely, the Justice Department sim-
ply says that should make no difference.
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ments to INEL, “because it is difficult to ad-
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Russians would be implemented. And ship storage offers a viable alternative to dumping more waste in Idaho.
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Take domestic violence seriously

If the OJ Simpson verdict did not serve justice in this country, it did shed light on the horrors of domestic violence. Donald, said U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer of California.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation released a report on homicide revealing "among all female victims in 1992, 29 percent were slain by boyfriends or husbands and 4 percent of male victims were slain by their wives or girlfriends."

More women are killed by lovers than men, but men also suffer from domestic violence. Appearing in Violence Against Women: A National Crime Victimization Survey Report, an average of 48,863 men are victimized by the hands of an intimate each year. An average of 572,032 acts of violence are committed against women and men alike each year.

My observation: I think most serious action needs to be taken where domestic violence is concerned. The United States sees too many human lives sacrificed at the hands of a lover. This epidemic of domestic violence—in prison for life, rather than some person who grew marijuana in the basement of their house.

I must agree with Denise Brown, sister of Nicole Brown Simpson, and all those who either toil or fight against the epidemic of domestic violence—"Hands are not for hitting."

—Shelby Dopp

Is it really 'Kool' to smell like the floor of a taxicab?

Brian Davidson

I found it hard to concentrate in my anthropology class a week ago. Not because the professors—whose initials are Laura Putche—allows us to call her "Freak Child" or take me on one of the first days of class that some structure or other. We're studying the modern remnants of prehistoric gills.

I found it hard to concentrate because I was sitting between two people who had either just come from Hide Tanning or 101 were habitual smokers.

They were addicted to familiar, wet, tangy aroma, which might be the same aroma one gets on rainy days or Humphrey Bogart.

None of these analogies can be considered complimentary, since the UCC is nothing more than a smell of brick and concrete, and actor Humphrey Bogart has been dead now for quite some time. I will freely admit that I have never smoked a cigarette in my life, and have never been addicted to this kind of stuff. But I have found that the smell is unbearable because someone sat right next to me puffing out more clouds of smoke than the University's students.

I sat on another bench and was again immediately enveloped in the stench of burning tobacco. I went to the UCC for refuge hoping to avoid one of the haze—but for no avail.

Anti-smokers have succeeded in liberating most of indoor society at the cost of many of them have the courage to admit that much more unendurable.

You must understand——I did not shy away from these people and pieces out of smug self-righteousness. I am allergic to cigattr smoke to the point where I can induce again headaches which last three days or more and make me wish for nuclear war. Even moderate exposure, under two or three minutes, can cause headaches that last the rest of the day.

I set on a concrete curb and opened the paper. I had to leave immediately because someone sat right next to me puffing out more clouds of smoke than the University's students.

Unlike those of you who smoke, I like the smell of a taxicab. I enjoy avoiding needless pain in my life.

I wonder: is it cool to smell the floor of a taxi cab? Do people find smokers more socially Acceptable because they have funny stains on their teeth and occasionally knock up goobs that would give a car case of the dry heaves?

I guess so.

Or maybe not. I don't think smoking was over the 'cool' thing. It never was the free trinkets and plush toys from Joe Camel. It never was wanting to finance some tobacco company executive's BMW. It's that drab of the alternative lifestyle. That thrill to come 'out' and declare through the practice of a disgusting habit that you have arrived, and You are Cool. It isn't cool enough to be a non-smoker, because there are so many of them out there. It's cool to smoke because, well, it's cool to smoke. New smokers always set like we're on the cutting edge of avant garde society. They always act like they're the first person in the entire known universe to light a weed on fire and suck it into their lungs. Old smokers just stumble around, taking oxygen tests and growing like some wild-eyed creature until they can get their next—"I haven't had a smoke in fifteen minutes!"—jolt of nicotine.

Why is it so hard to change? It is clear that tobacco companies have only one goal in mind: making money. They don't care about your health. Their job is to keep you addicted, to keep that money rolling in. In order to do so, they have to hope you on a drug and a habit that leads to the absolute 'cool' of emphysema and various cancers. If humans, fluid-filled lungs and lifetime of iatred treatments received to the state of North Carolina are the ticket to the Cool—should it be that kind?—Kingdom, they count me out, and keep your carriageons to yourselves.

—See page 11

Child abuse becoming epidemic

Corinne Flowers

Buss, believes her son may have hit his head on the window sill or dresser as he fell. She does not believe Merwin caused her son's death and continues to stand by her boyfriend.

Merwin was abruptly bruisess on his lower lip, ear, stomach, and back. Blood spurted in his eyes had burst, his brain was swelling and bleeding, and his head suffered internal and external injuries. At his trial, detectives testified Merwin had been under a lot of stress and didn't want to beboppy that day.

Apparently, Merwin was just having a bad day. Apparently Merwin is a pig.

The child's father, Donald Buss, tearfully told the public his heart Merwin caused his son's death. Merwin and a group of friends stood nearby and laughed at him.

The World's most important is all the fact that Michelle Buss is defending her boyfriend's honor.

If anyone had hurt me as a child, my mother would have been involved. She was a social worker in Philadelphia, a child. I would have been involved. She was also a social worker in Philadelphia, a child. I would have been involved. She was also a social worker in Philadelphia, a child. I would have been involved. She was also a social worker in Philadelphia, a child. I would have been involved. She was also a social worker in Philadelphia, a child. I would have been involved. She was also a social worker in Philadelphia, a child. I would have been involved. She was also a social worker in Philadelphia, a child.
Don't be afraid to get involved

I think that lately the University of Idaho's football program has drawn lind interest from the students. Many assumptions can be drawn about why there is so little involvement and attendance at the football games. All of these assumptions only last at why students seem to be disinterested.

To better present my case, I would first like to cite the biggest excuse and hypothesis as to why there is so little student involvement.

The number one justification for not coming seems to be that the Vandals football team is too unsuccessful. They win too much, too often. The reasoning behind this is that the team often compels students to leave early, if they come at all because the fans of the game seem to be already determined.

Excuse number two is we have never had tailgate parties until this season—which I might add, did not merit the $7,500 expenditure in student money.

The third argument for lack of student involvement is the caliber of the cheerleaders is good, but they need to do things differently.

The fourth and last speculations as to why the general student population does not get enthusiastic about Vandals' football is that they have better things to do and there doesn't seem to be any real reason to participate.

I take the fourth statement to be the most accurate description of why students aren't involved.

The first reason isn't always true—look at the last few games against BYU, Montana, LSU, Arizona State, and ISU. Sure, we killed Sonoma, but let's face it: Sonoma football players don't get scholarship to play. Also, the tailgate party may have had added excitement for some, but don’t think it persuaded anyone to consider going to the game who wasn't already prepared to go. I believe the belief of $1,000 in the big group with the most people had more of an effect on turnout than anything.

The third statement is in left field. As a cheerleader, I know we can do a lot of really "amazing" stuff, but we can't ever be "at least" legally scripted. Send you to come to the game, get crazy, and shout. That is your choice. What? What did I say? It was your choice. This leads me to the fourth and what I consider to be the real reason as to why most UI students see football.

Letters to the Editor

Abortion debate continues

I wish to respond to Jesse Grune's Letter to the Editor of Sept. 26.

Grune again states that a fetus is in a placenta. My earlier letter corrected this by stating that the baby is not wholly within the placenta. The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists' book, Planning for Pregnancy, Birth, and Beyond, defines the placenta as: "issue that connects mother and fetus and provides nourishment to and takes away wastes from the fetus."

Grune says that fetuses have heartbeats, but are just as independent as thumbs because human fetuses have heartbeats, too. Let me amend, then, the statement of my previous letter. Unborn children have heartbeats. They also have hearts. A thumb does not have a heart. I am sorry if I was unclear.

Grune also makes the analogy that an unborn human is like a wart: both have DNA that is different from the woman’s. This means that if the unborn human and the mother had DNA like DNA then Grune would oppose abortion? Or that it is acceptable to kill those who have different DNA than oursevles? The child has different DNA because it is a separate human being. The wart will never have an independent existence if disconnected from the body. The unborn human, on the other hand, will either live an independent existence apart from the mother when it is strong enough or be killed, given no more consideration than a wart.

—Anna Geidl

Argonaut Letters & Guest Columns Policy

The Argonaut welcomes reader letters and guest columns. Letters must be one page or less typed, double spaced, be signed and include the phone number and address of each writer. Letters may also be submitted by fax to (208) 885-2222. The Argonaut reserves the right to refuse or edit letters. Only one letter per month from any one reader will be accepted from a single author. Guest columns must go through the same editing and approval process as our staff columns.
Atomic bombing was unnecessary

It has been 50 years since the dropping of the atomic bombs on Japan. Earlier this year, there was much controversy about the Etosha Gay exhibit at the Smithsonian. The bombing from discovery is that destruction has been discovered by historians that indicates the United States bombed Hiroshima and Nagasaki after knowing that the Japanese were willing to surrender. Further evidence is that this was done to intimidate the Russians and show them the tremendous destruction wrought by nuclear weapons. There is nothing surprising about this to me. It corresponds closely with the fact the United States and several other capitalist nations invaded Russia after the Bolshevik revolution to destroy the imperialist rise of socialism and the threat that it posed to the wealth and power of the ruling class in every capitalist country. Also, it corresponds with the atrocities committed by the United States, either directly or through proxies, in Vietnam, Guatemala, El Salvador, Angola, Mozambique, Chile, Indonesia and East Timor. This tremendous carnage, involving the deaths of millions of people and the starvation deaths of millions more, was done to stop the spread of socialism and ensure corporate access to cheap labor and natural resources.

The idea of several hundred thousand Japanese dying, and thousands of others suffering from radiation poisoning, for the same reason is very consistent with history both before and after World War II. This letter should be no way be considered a condemnation of the sacrifices of American soldiers who fought against fascism in World War II. I have the greatest respect and admiration for them. The same is true for those forgotten American soldiers who fought against fascism with the International Brigades in Spain. They are heroes to me. This letter simply questions the morality and the reasons for the use of the atom bomb.

—Gary Sudborough

Team up with wildlife

The Wildlife Society is pushing for a funding initiative for non-game wildlife management. For years, the Pittman-Robertson Act has generated funds for the management of game species by deriving funds from taxes on sporting arms, ammunition, and other goods associated with hunting and fishing. The new initiative proposes a similar tax on miscellaneous outdoor equipment for public non-game management, a highly under-funded area of wildlife management.

Over 100 conservation and recreation groups and businesses are championing a national effort to prevent declining populations of fish and wildlife, to ensure high-quality outdoor recreation and to meet the rising demand for conservation education. The Fish and Wildlife Diversity Funding Initiative, heralded as “Teaming With Wildlife,” offers a simple, proven mechanism to raise $300 million annually which will be returned to state fish and wildlife agencies for the three-fold purpose of conservation, recreation and education.

This is a natural investment. By paying very small user fees on a wide range of outdoor equipment, from binoculars to camping gear, everyone who has a stake in wildlife-rich outdoors will benefit. What’s been proven effective before, can be effective again. For more than half a century, hunters and anglers have paid user fees on equipment through the Sport Fish and Wildlife Restoration Acts. These dollars have funded the restoration of species such as white-tailed deer and striped bass as well as the conservation of millions of acres of habitat.

Yet, as more people seek the outdoors for pleasure and solace, the pressures on wildlife and their habitats are increasing dramatically. For example, we are seeing declines in the populations of familiar songbirds such as the meadowlark and the wood thrush. Wildlife watchers are experiencing elbow-to-elbow crowds. The need for nature centers, watchable wildlife interpretation and educational materials for teachers has never been greater.

With your help, the initiative can help us achieve a vision of wildlife watching experiences across America, from backyards to wildlife refuges: it offers us a proactive conservation which revenues declining populations of wildlife before they reach the endangered state and the chance of having an informed citizenry who care about the future of wildlife habitats.

Join Team Wildlife! You can help by using your buying power as a consumer. Feel free to write letters to outdoor equipment manufacturers and retailers, such as REI, LL Bean, Coleman, and many others. Tell them you want to invest in conservation through a dedicated user fee.

Coalitions are forming here in Idaho and elsewhere. For more information, contact the University of Idaho Student Chapter of The Wildlife Society, President Jim Olson at 356-1867. Wildlife management needs your support!

—Jeremy L. Scheffel
Fly Fishing Fair casts off

Jerry Lake

Casting a hand-made fly with a fly rod and placing the fly where you want it is an art. However, catching a fish on the fly you tied yourself can be even more exciting.

Last Saturday, Kelly Creek Fly fishermen in Lewiston held their annual fund-raising fair and auction. The building was lined with manufacturers' representatives showing and demonstrating the latest equipment for fly fishing. Some were producing lines that could cast rods over 12 feet long, a new kind of fly tying vice and pontoon float boats, both in molded plastic and inflatable. The float boats were equipped with cars, electric trolling motors and fish finders. Several Kelly Creek fishermen were notably raised from their auction stalls to help local organizations such as the Explorer Scouts and the Boys and Girls Club. They have also donated specialized equipment to the Idaho Fish and Game for fish research.

The fair this year consisted of a silent auction and raffle. Some of the items included gift certificates, fishing equipment, jet boat trips, a minute helicopter tour, watercolor paintings, limited edition prints, dinner cruise for two and much more. The grand prize was a custom fly rod and rod tube made and donated by John Proops.

The center of the room held several champion fly tying fishermen and women. Alice Jackson, an author and fly fisherman, had many tales to tell of how he changed a beaver book and tying materials into a finished fishing fly.

Alice Deaver of Twin Lakes, Idaho, tied several appearance fly designs to catch northern pike. "I tied all my flies for over 10 years and live it," said Deaver. The pike flies she tied were about six inches long and either red or white and orange or white. She ties an identical fly design for her trout to the McKeeney River in the North West Territory to fish for pike. "A pike can catch 40-50 pound a day with some in the 20-25 pound class," said Deaver.

One program speaker was Deanna Bilton of Idaho Falls, Idaho. Bilton is a lumberyard, writer and fishing guide. He presented a slide show during the evening banquet and did some reading humor during the day. He likes to fly to relax. "If you come up with different combinations of the same fly," said Bilton.

The events included 2-toned red casting demonstrations featuring Jim Green and Al Buhr, fly casting games and a Women's Casting clinic. The women's clinic featured Carol Green, a Women's Western States Championship as the instructor. Green's 35 years of tournament fishing paid off for the students in the clinic. As she passed on her expertise, the students' skills became noticeably better. "Women should not be intimidated with fly casting. A woman has a more delicate touch and usually does not have the tendency to overpower the cast like a man," said Green.

Kelly Creek Fly fishermen and women, U.S. Corp of Engineers and the Lewiston Fish and Game, established the Fred Wanner Memorial Pond. This pond, located beside the memorial bridge in Lewiston, Idaho, is set aside for kids 16-years-old and younger. Also, any person who has a disability fishing license can use the pond. The Idaho Fish and Game stock the pond every two to three weeks with trout, 12 inches or larger. Some fish weigh over four pounds.

One of their current projects is to restore sections of the Columbia River. They are doing this with the Soil Conservation League and the Idaho Fish and Game. "We could use some additional volunteers come spring," said Doug Wynn, club president. If any one would like to help, Wynn's phone number is (208) 743-8633.

One club goal is to establish a $1000 college scholarship for a fish management/biologist major. This scholarship will be awarded to a person wanting to study in the Northwest. "We are still setting up a committee for administering the scholarship," said Dave Bilton, vice president. The club is looking for knowledgeable people to be on the committee. Bilton can be contacted at (208) 743-7232.

Fun Run fun for everyone

Jennifer Swift

The 12th Annual Huff 'n Puff's Fun Run was held this Saturday here in Moscow despite cool temperatures and cloudy skies.

Forty-seven runners competed in the 5k and 10k races. All runners completed the course that finished at the Eggs Youth Center on East D Street. The race was sponsored by Campus Recreation and Moscow Parks and Recreation. According to Tony Scheckler, director of special events coordinator at Campus Recreation, this was an average turn out. Cling the weather as a factor for attendance.

Scheckler said, "We hope for a cool day with sunshine."

The top three overall winners in the 10k event were: Dave Jones, 34:10; John Sweeney, 34:11; Ron Robben, 34:12. The top three women finished in the 10k were: Jill Huff, 59:45; Elizabeth Hewes, 52:50; Elizabeth Brockman, 54:34.

In the 5k run, the top three overall winners were: Frank Bruder, 15:37; Tim Bedford, 16:55; Dan Bratza, 16:38. The top three women finishes were: Heather Beard, 21:01; April Ulborn, 21:28; Ryan Lee, 22:08.

Campus Recreation is sponsoring the Palouse Turkey Run Nov. 4 in case you missed this one.

Clen Lindeman (left photo) comes in first in the 50-59 age bracket 5k run. Frank Bruder (right photo) finishes first overall in the 5K.
Motorists, cyclists should all be considerate on road

"You see, do you see this bike almost fall over?"

I've seen it, I've seen it, I've seen it. I'm sure we've all heard something to the effect of us being witness to a near collision prompting us to question if it didn't ever occur to any of the three - the cyclists, the pedestrians or the motorists - to stop, think and consider the situation around.

It is an unfortunate reality that there are some bikers who ride, without regard for pedestrians or other users of our shared world.

"Let's face it, between the helmet wearing, parking violation at IU and all the non-essential public transportation system in Hoboken, bikes are a sensible and convenient way to get around town and commute. However, it takes a little common sense on the part of both, bikers and pedestrians alike to maintain a safe environment to get around.

Bikes are in a way like gray areas in as far as the law goes. The road, bikers must follow the same laws as cars, including speed limits, stop signs and yielding to pedestrians in crosswalks. The same could be said for motorists. Some take these rules to be a guide, others disregard them. Although, one must be sure to keep an eye on their surroundings as well. Always be aware of the world around you. Dreams don't come true unless you're doing the hard work of waking up every day and working hard to ensure your dreams are achieved."

---

**Outdoors Announcements**

**Extension course offered**

Hunting Fall Mushrooms is being offered Oct. 21, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Hunt mushrooms and find out what the difference is between sac and oak fungi and which mushrooms are poisonous. For more information on any of these classes, call the Enrichment Program at 885-5466.

**Nonresident Elk Tags**

For those of you who missed the deadline for purchasing a nonresident elk tag, there is some good news. The tags were sold out as of April but because of returns there are some still available. If you would like to purchase one of these tags, stop by any regional Fish and Game office or call 1-800-554-5655. As of Sept. 7, there were still over 5,000 nonresident deer tags still available also.

**Silver Mountain Ski Passes**

Silver Mountain is offering a season pass for $199. If you are a student and have a valid student ID you can take advantage of this special offer until Oct. 15. Call 208-843-2261.

---

**Outdoors**

**The Argonaut 13**

**Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Scholarship Winner**

The Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation recently named Bill Kelley, a fisheries and wildlife major at the University of Idaho, as one of the recipients of its annual Wildlife Leadership Awards. Kelley was one of ten wildlife professionals students to receive a $1,200 scholarship and a one year RMEF membership. The award winners were selected based on demonstrated leadership abilities, conservation philosophy and academic performance.

A Loon Lake, Wash., native, Kelley works as a wildlife technician for the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Washington Water Power, and is an active member of The Wildlife Society. The RMEF is an international, nonprofit conservation organization whose mission is to ensure the future of elk, other wildlife and their habitat. The RMEF is headquartered in Missoula, Mont.

---

**LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA**

**COLD SUBS**

**SAM'S SUBS**

**HOT SUBS**

**Call 882-2832 To Order Today!**
Chaa-ching! Um, how much?!

Jennifer Swift

It is amazing to me how expensive everything is these days. I went shopping this weekend in Spokane and hit the major outdoors stores, namely REI and Mountain Sports, and couldn’t find a simple backpack for under $50. It seems if you want anything more substantial than a Pecos packpack with matching pennis and inner you have to pay more than the average daily pay of a major league baseball player. Everywhere we went it was the same story. Jackets for $350, water filters for $150; who has that kind of money? One has to wonder how much this stuff actually costs to make. You know they aren’t paying those Taiwanese workers enough to feed themselves so it certainly isn’t for labor. Plastic is cheap. Material in bulk is pretty cheap. Some guy’s sitting in an office behind a mahogany desk randomly generating prices because he knows we will pay them.

I did manage to exact a bit of revenge on one store though. They were dumb enough to have marked a $35 backpack for $19.99 and then left it with the others marked at full price. The problem was my roommate wanted one too. She should have known someone would call them on it. We had to resort to a bit of harassment, but in the end we both got our backpacks for $19.99. There is a certain amount of satisfaction for paying what something is actually worth instead of some outrageous, random price. REI was great, and if I knew I was publishing this they would probably freak, but they didn’t get our name so I will go ahead and name them. What customer service, what compromise, what intelligent people they were for setting right away that they were not going to get rid of us until they caved. Why do we do it? It is an addiction. We have to have the latest color, zipper, buckle or whatever makes this pack better than last year’s model. We are suckers and they know it. We keep coming back and buying. I know, I am going back next weekend for the annual fall sale at REI. They got me good!

FOOT CARE

DO YOU SUFER FROM:

- heel/Arch pain?
- ingrown toenails?
- plantar warts?
- bunions or hammertoes?

Dr. Evan C. Meritt, D.P.M. specializes in the medical and surgical treatment of foot disorders and can help with these and other foot problems.

819 S. Washington #03, Moscow, ID 83844
(208) 882-3482 • (509) 334-1498

Attention Students!
still need a textbook for this term?

PLEASE BUY IT NOW!!

Books not requested for the Spring ’95 term will be returned to publishers beginning November 1st.

If you have delayed making a purchase of any needed course books, now is the time to get them.

Also, a reminder...

November 1st is the last day to refund (with receipt, and within two weeks of purchase date) textbooks for the Fall ’95 term.

Books for the Fall term are non-refundable after November 1st.
Idaho crumbles in Boise to go 1-3

Big Sky Football Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Win</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idaho State</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Arizona</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana State</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Oregon</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Student trainers unnoticed, overlooked

Andrew Lengtedig

A
thletic trainer Barrie Steele swiftly arranges athletic tape over the bulging ankles of the 6-foot-3-inch, 250-pound Ryan Phillips as he was coming on at the Lewiston Roundup.

Steele says about 120 rolls of tape are used on any given Saturday by a University of Idaho football game.

It’s a thankless job Steele says, but a necessary one, too. He says athletic trainers are “responsible for the health of intercollegiate athletes.”

Steele, who worked at Washington State as an assistant athletic trainer before coming to UI, says, “The older I get, the more time I want to spend with my family.”

During the football and volleyball seasons, Steele sometimes works in excess of 60 hours per week. After football, though, his hours decrease until the grinding spring drills begin.

However, Steele, the UI athletic trainer since 1986, can’t do it by himself.

“Student trainers are the backbone of what we do here,” says Steele, who has a bache-

tor’s degree in physical education from WSU. “Their willingness to learn is what makes us do whatever we need to do.

Some of the 13 student trainers work anywhere from 20-40 hours a week, for free. Several get work study and financial aid and one “irregular helper” receives a whopping $150 per semester. The seven regular helpers are assigned to a sport—i.e., track, tennis, basketball, volleyball.

“I’d like to get them more money,” Steele says. “It’s just one of the restraints.”

The obvious restraint is the athletic department’s budget which spends thinly for the student trainers.

Student trainer Amy Hamblin, a junior, transferred from Idaho State University last spring. She says student trainers at ISU didn’t only didn’t get paid, but weren’t eligible for

“the reason I transferred here is because the organization is stronger,” Hamblin said.

Also, at our knowledge increases, we’re given more responsibility,”

Kym is a 21-year-old student trainer and sports science major at UI. She wouldn’t dis-

doe her last name. Kym says there are four general duties of an athletic trainer: preven-
tion, rehabilitation, management and evaluation.

She loves her job because of the “edu-
cation and people you meet.”

“When the athletes acknowledge you, it’s intrinsically rewarding,” she said.

Saf Lake City native Phillip Leonard, 24, is currently observing to become a student
trainer. He needs 40 hours of observing time to become eligible for a student trainer posi-
tion. The sports science major was immediately sent from his Lewiston home to Moscow.

Leonard’s day begins at 7 a.m. and often ends at 7 p.m.

Steele says the athletic training staff serves as a “liaison between athletes, coaches and doctors,” informing them of current or potential injuries. He says athletes “have a tendency to have tunnel vision.”

He exploits athletes believe their injuries are long-term. “We look at how this (the injury) affects the ath-
etic performance.”

In order to become a certified athletic trainer, one must take patience. Within two to six years, 1,500 hours of hands-on experience is neces-
sary, including the passing of oral and written exams called competencies.

Student trainers are also required to take four classes offered at WSU that are unavailable

at UI.

Leonard says students in the field can find jobs as personal trainers, exercise physiolo-
gists and orthopedic surgical assistants.

He says his of the most rewarding parts of his career is the athletes he works with. He says taking care of somebody who has had surgery and nursing them back to health makes the job worthwhile.

It’s 3-10 in the afternoon, 20 minutes before practice in the early training room at the south end of the Kibbie Dome. A flock of football players are either getting tapped or waiting their turn.

“Football work is the best sometimes because of numbers,” Steele says. But he adds, “We take care of the athletes.”

One of Steele’s most memorable games as an athletic trainer was when UI played Portland State in football in 1989. The first half resulted in four eventual surgeries, two resulting in torn anterior cruciate ligaments. It’s all part of a thankless job.
Idaho earns split on road, falls at Weber, beats NAU

Dan Eckles
Sports Editor

After getting derailed on the Big Sky's southern line the Idaho Vandals got back on track to pick up a split in league volleyball action over the weekend.

The Weber State Vandals shut- tered any hopes of an undefeated conference record for the Vandals when they handed the UI crew its first league loss of the year 9-15, 8-15, 15-9, 15-9, 11-15 Thursday night in Ogden, Utah. The Vandals bounced back Saturday to knock off the Northern Arizona Lumberjacks 15-15, 15-9, 15-8, 15-8.

Thursday

The Vandals were thinking sweep after dropping the Vandals in the first two games, but Idaho battled back to take games three and four before Weber State pulled the tide one more time and rode the win in the rally to the last game.

The Thursday loss, coupled with the Vandals inability to contain opposing Washington State five, eight, before, marked the first game in a row the Vandals have lost.

Idaho could not overcome early struggles, making 15 errors and collecting nearly double figures in kills lost. The Vandals also one and two in contrast to Weber State nine kills and seven errors.

The game one was defensively specialized as the Vandals hammered 33 kills to 26. Idaho setter Kawulok was key in the game as well, providing 10 kills while making 21 assists. Idaho's hitter Blaine Hill and Marvette Smith contributed with 11 and 13 kills respectively for the Vandals.

Saturday

Idaho shook off some first game hitting woes to snap any Lumberjack thoughts of an upset. The Joes was the first at home for the Joes, who had gone 5-0 until the UI match. The Vandals defense was superb, forcing NAU into 37 hitting errors and holding the Lumberjacks to a puny .995 hitting effort.

Yanchusova led the Idaho offense, totaling 20 kills, after getting shut out in the match's first game. Vandal middle blocker Lorraine Kawulok was key in the game as well, providing 10 kills while making just one error.

Susan Bremsell and Kristin Blair wore the focus of the NAU offense, combing 27 of the Lumberjacks' 32 kills.

Idaho returns to action this weekend when it hosts Montana Friday and Montana State Saturday. The Vandals will look to extend their 39-match home winning streak when they hit the court against the Montana schools.

"We've got a lot of work to do if we think we're going to win the Big Sky," Hilbert said. "First and foremost, we want to learn how to win on the road and become more balanced as a team."

Big Sky Volleyball Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boise State</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Arizona</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber State</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho State</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana State</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Washington</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

HOMECOMING

VANDALS VS. EAGLES
SATURDAY 3:05

Homecoming events

Friday night bonfire 6:30 Library Plaza
Homecoming parade 11:00 am Saturday
Live music, food & fun 12:30 - outdoor track
One lucky student will win a tuition waiver at the game.
Idaho lottery will give out over 1,000 lottery tickets!
Army helicopter demonstration - East end of dome

Then it's

MIDNIGHT MADNESS

with the men's basketball team
Memorial Gym 11:30 pm

Idaho basketball starts their season by holding their first practice with you!

Free pizza Dunk contest
Hundreds of dollars in prizes
3 point shoot-out

Reggae • African • Latin • Soca

WORLD BEAT DANCE PARTY

FALL & WINTER SPECIALS

Single Visit 32.95
1 Month Unlimited 244.95

THE TANNING SALON
674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
FALL & WINTER SPECIALS

MEXICO

674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
THE TANNING SALON

674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
THE TANNING SALON

674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
THE TANNING SALON

674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
THE TANNING SALON

674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
THE TANNING SALON

674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
THE TANNING SALON

674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
THE TANNING SALON

674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
THE TANNING SALON

674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
THE TANNING SALON

674 W. PULLMAN RD. 882-8832
THE TANNING SALON
Mariner magic sweeping across northwest

Dan Eckles

In a good thing for Seattle fans that their baseball team is still playing in October, because there are no midterms of the gridiron in the state of Washington now.

For the past 19 years people have had about as good a chance of seeing Bigelow as they would have of seeing the Mariners in the post season, very minimal. Now the Mariners have ascended everywhere on the alert in mountains across the world, on the slim chance that Bigelow sightings might be as plentiful as Mariner wins.

Eckles. Reggie Jackson is now retired, Edgar Martinez is trying his best to replace him in the baseball world as Mr. October. Martinez took matters into his own hands to beat the Yankees with late inning heroics twice in a matter of 24 hours. A good slam and a two-run double meant two Mariner wins, but more importantly it might keep the heat off of former Vandal football coach, now Seahawks skipper, Dennis Erickson for another week.

With the Kingdomle scheduled to no longer be the home of the Mariners, Seattle fans have taken advantage of it’s possible end by filling it full of 57,000 screaming fans four times in an eight day period, something that probably hasn’t happened four times in franchise history. With the Mariners going 4-0 in the Kingdomle in its first shot at the postseason, and having home-field advantage again in the Cleveland series, Mariner fans might want to have another King County election after the great baseball they have witnessed in the last week.

After superstarr center-fielder Ken Griffey Jr. went down early in the season Seattle was ruled out by most people of having any shot at the postseason, but here it is in October with a more complete team due partially to Griffey’s injury. If Griffey would have stayed healthy, I’m going to go out on a limb and say the Mariners are the best team in baseball.

* • SEE ECKLES PAGE 20 *

Mark Vanderwall

MOVIE

ARSENIC & OLD LACE

Starring Carey Grant

7:30 PM • Borah Theatre
October 11, 1995

Undergrads $1 • General Admission $2

ASU PRODUCTIONS

COLLECT 100 YARDS ON PEEL-N-WIN STICKERS AND WIN A FREE 16" PIZZA!
PLUS WITH EVERY SAME PIECE YOU’LL BE AUTOMATICALLY ENTERED INTO THE TOUCHDOWN CLUB
DRAWING FOR TWO TICKETS TO THE SUPER BOWL!

HOMECOMING WEEK SPECIALS

New CHEEZEER'S

اقل (CHEESE STICKS) $2.50 RANCH OR PIZZA SAUCE 50¢

After 9

16" ONE ITEM TWO DRINKS $6.99

Party Packs

TWO 16" ONE ITEM PIZZAS & 4 DRINKS $13.99

26" TWO ITEM PIZZAS & 6 DRINKS $20.99

Dan Eckles

I was once told me at the start of the baseball season the Dodgers would make the playoffs and then be swept in the first round I would have been pretty apathetic about the rest of the postseason.

But the baseball gods have given me a new found enthusiasm in the form of the Seattle Mariners. I voted to just cheer for the M’s because they were always the underdog, never picked to ever be successful. Growing up in rural northeast Oregon, Seattle was the closest professional baseball market and the only team I ever got a chance to see in person. So if my sudden all-out support for Mariners baseball makes me a bandwagon or a frontrunner, I can handle it.

Hey, I know I’ve been called worse, probably by most of you readers out there who think I should spend more time cleaning walls at nuclear waste storages than taking up space in this stellar sports section. Then at least I’d glow in the dark and serve some kind of practical purpose, right?

Yeah but anyway, how about those Mariners. I certainly didn’t think the Yankees would lose three straight after tak-
If a little girl were to line up her Barbies, as fast as Barbies are sold, she would have to run 120 feet per minute.

The U.S. Congress generates about 20 tons of garbage per day (not counting legislation).
The "Sky" Is Not The Limit

Moving To The Big West

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
HOMECOMING '95
October 9 - 14, 1995
Best Homecoming ever

Welcome to another great Vandal Homecoming. I am excited to be able to serve you as your homecoming chair this year. I am positive this Homecoming will be the best ever.

This year’s homecoming theme is “The Sky’s Not The Limit,” in honor of our last year in the Big Sky. The sky is definitely not the limit for Vandal athletics, Idaho academics and all around great times.

This year, and in years to come, we will show everyone there is no limit to Vandal success. Your Homecoming Committee has worked hard this past year to ensure a great homecoming week.

This year’s committee members are: Amy Czarnecki, Homecoming Co-Chair; Jen Mudge & Sue Pierce, Living Group Chairs; Kris Thomas, PR Chair; Lori Manzanares, Parade Chair; Angela Largent, Parade Co-Chair; Joy Schadel, Bonfire Chair; Tina Crampton, Breakfast Chair; Damon Danjaky, Breakfast Co-Chair; and Angela Sawyer, Royalty Chair.

Special thanks to Shana Plasters and Pam Farmer who have served as dedicated advisors to the Homecoming Committee.

All of us on the Homecoming Committee wish you a great Homecoming week.

Have fun, make new traditions, and don’t forget to be involved! Most of all, GO VANDALS!

— Katie Jolley
Homecoming Chairman

Mastercard contest finds best talent in colleges nationwide

University of Idaho students are set to compete in the second annual Mastercard American Collegiate Talent Search in hopes of breaking into show business.

More than 50 students, compiling 13 acts, will perform comedy, vocal, instrumental, and musical acts at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Student Union Ballroom. This is the preliminary round of the national search for the year’s "Best Student Act in America.”

Mastercard Acts is a nationwide talent search created by Mastercard International Incorporated and coordinated by the National Association for Campus Activities. It is designed to discover the most talented and promising entertainers in music and comedy. The UI is one of 100 campuses across the country hosting local competitions, from which one winning act will advance to the semifinal level. Two acts will be selected as winners of six semifinal contests and awarded $1,500 and a spot in the National Final.

The Mastercard Acts final competition will be held in February 1996 and one overall winning act will be awarded the title “Best Student Act in America,” $15,000 and an opportunity to meet with industry talent representatives. A contribution of $10,000 will be made to the winner's school scholarship fund.

For information on the Mastercard Acts competition at the UI, contact Kris Thomas at the ASUI Productions office at (208)885-6485.

— Kris Thomas
Promotions Chairman

Homecoming Fans...

EAT OUT WITH US SATURDAY IN THE NEW VANDAL FOOD COURT IN OUR NEWLY REMODELED STUDENT UNION!

Burger King
ExpressWay

"TCBY" Yogurt

"Saturday Only Special"
FREE Small cone with receipt from any other vendor.

Taco Bell Express

Espresso Stop

Gourmet Coffees, Latte's (Starbucks) & Delicious Pastries

we're doing it.

(whatever it takes)
Senators visit for Saturday breakfast

The annual Homecoming Breakfast will be at the University of Idaho Student Union building Saturday at 8:30 a.m.

The breakfast costs $7 and include all food and entertainment.

This year the breakfast hopes to jazz participants up for the big parade by offering a wide variety of entertainment. Performances by the Vandal Jingle contest winners, the UI Jazz Choir and the UI Dance Team are only the beginning. Honored guests will include Sen. Larry Craig, Sen. Dirk Kempthorne, UI interim President Tom Bell and the newly elected Homecoming Royalty. This year's breakfast promises to be a great time. Be sure to drop in for a bite before heading downtown at 11 a.m. to the 1995 Homecoming Parade.

— Tim Crampton & Damon Durak
Homecoming Breakfast Co-Chair

Royalty named at bonfire

The choosing of the 1995 University of Idaho Homecoming Royalty is underway. This time-honored tradition has built up excitement for those who are running over the past few weeks. This year, 24 outstanding students were nominated by their peers as viable representatives of our university.

Sept. 21, ballots went out to all living groups on campus. With the addition of the off-campus student votes, the ballots were all counted and the finalists were announced at the "Royal Affair" in the Student Union Oct. 5. This year's finalists for king are: Geoff Carey, Jeremy Chase, Eli Friciliso, Mathew Justin, Andrew Rice, Brud Ward, Ryan Whitney and Jeremy Winter.

For Homecoming Queen: Katie Fueks, Laura Hanson, Christa Mans, Genu Merritt, Jennifer Mudge, Sue Pierce, Jennifer Schafner and Jesti Toch.

These finalists will go through an interview by a panel of judges that represent faculty, administrators, residence halls, Greeks, athletes and more. The panel will select the best representatives of the UI and their First and Second Attendants. Attend the Homecoming Bonfire Friday at 6:30 p.m. in the Library Plaza to find out who will be representing the UI throughout the following year.

Homecoming Parade features hilarious events

Get set for the 97th annual University of Idaho Homecoming celebration. Along with the many homecoming activities is the parade full of marching bands, UI alumni and living group floats.

Past years have seen some hilarious enter- tainment, and this year's proves to be even better. The parade will begin at 11 a.m. Saturday in the Rosauer's parking lot, and travel south down Main Street. After eating a hearty breakfast at the Homecoming Breakfast in the Student Union Building, head to Main Street to watch the parade.

— Lori Manzanares
Parade Chairman

Bonfire entertains, gathers UI students

University of Idaho bonfire festivities will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the Library Plaza. Events begin at 6 p.m. as the UI Marching Band snakes through campus, leading students to the site.

Once on location, entertainment will begin. Performances by the UI Cheerleading Squad, the Vandal Gold dance team and winners of the Vandal Jingle contest are just a start.

Special appearances by coaches and players will also be a part of this Vandal Pride event. Don't forget the Bonfire Besse spirit competition between the living groups. Be sure to grab all your enthusiastic friends and head over.

The most enthusiastic Vandal living group will receive the coveted Bonfire Besse Cowbell Trophy.

To end the evening, interim President Tom Bell will announce the 1995 Homecoming Royalty. All students, alumni and faculty are encouraged to attend to show support for our Big West bound football team.

— Joy Schadel
Bonfire Chairman

Arboretum tour shows off Moscow's fall colors

This year as part of the Homecoming festivities, the University of Idaho will offer a wind down. The arboretum stroll, better known as the "Tree Selection for Home Gardens" will be Sunday from 3 to 5 p.m.

This activity will be a combination tour to see the fall color at the arboretum, along with the potential, quality trees for home landscape.

Arboretum Director

Richard Naskali will illustrate the many trees which will meet specifications for the recently adopted standards for Moscow. The full foliage color should be at its best.

Meet at the arboretum entry gate along Nez Perce Drive for the walking tour. Arboretum maps will be provided. Rain will cancel this event.

— Richard Naskali
Arboretum Director

VANDAL HOMECOMING PARTY HEADQUARTERS

Wed: Retro - All your favorite 70's & 80's Disco & Funk
Thurs: Boot Night - All The Hottest Country Hits
Fri: Progressive - Techno/Kaye/House
Sat: Party Night - All The Latest Dance Hits

Sat: Homecoming Special: 50¢ Drafts
Fri: 75¢ Drafts
Thurs: $1.25 Long Necks
Wed: $3 Pitchers

At the Edge
Located Upstairs
In Xenon

XENON
7 Months For $150
Limited Membership
Expires 10-29-95
Offer valid with coupon only.

SHARK CLUBS
883-BODY
302 S. Main, Moscow
Alumni welcomes class reunions

Homecoming: (1) the return of a group of people usually on a special occasion to a place formerly frequented or regarded as home especially an annual celebration for alumni at a college or university.

Webster's Ninth New Colle optic Dictionary,* (2) Good times, good friends, great memories. (University of Idaho Alumni Association)

Please help us welcome back our alumni, especially the members of the Class of '55 and '70 who are celebrating their 40th and 25th class reunions Friday and Saturday. As well as participating in the university's Homecoming activities, these two classes will be honored with socials, custom tours, their own hayride through the parade, a brunch and other activities. Also celebrating reunions this Homecoming weekend are the past ASUI presidents, College of Forestry, and Wildlife and Range Sciences Class of '65. The Alumni Office is pleased at the enthusiasm shown by the reunion attendees, and look forward to hosting a memorable weekend. Any questions regarding these reunions can be addressed to the Alumni Office at 885-6154 — Alumni Association

UI Homecoming time to recall past and make future

Not so long ago on our campus, a new tradition began. That tradition was the Homecoming week activities. Some students may be able to recall a time when Homecoming consisted of the Homecoming Breakfast, the Parade and the Big Game. Today however, Homecoming is seen as an entire week of school spirit.

Homecoming week has become a week of reflection on campus. Student groups compete to show off school spirit. This wonderful and diverse campus Homecoming week is the hallmark of campus support. The student turnout in past years during the weeklong events has been strong and promises to keep snowballing. Remembering a new tradition gives our campus a chance to reflect on the progress we have made. We are only keepers of our campus for four, or in some cases, five years, and we must continue to show our support for our campus through participation in the Homecoming week activities.

— Kris Thomas Public Relations Chair

Clothing collected during Homecoming helps needy

Homecoming is not just about the University of Idaho. The past few years have seen a change for the better. The UI has expanded its horizons to include the Moscow community.

This year, these events in the Homecoming competition will be donating clothing. Clothing will be collected in the Student Union from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. on the 1 Carpet.

This clothing will be donated to those in need throughout the Moscow community. The Alumni Homecoming Committee would like everyone involved with Homecoming to donate articles of clothing.

Points will be awarded for 20 articles or more, but any number of articles would be appreciated. Have a great Homecoming week, and remember those who do not have as much as you do.

— Kris Thomas Promotion Chairman

This publication is published by the University of Idaho Argonaut in conjunction with the ASUI Homecoming Committee. Stories were provided by the ASUI Homecoming Committee.

Pre-game parties:

Treaty grounds hosts patio party; tailgate-like party set at west track

In response to student and alumni demand, two Homecoming pre-game social events will be offered Saturday.

At 1:30 p.m., Treaty Grounds will kick off a patio gathering. Students and alumni are invited to socialize with friends and alumni on Treaty Ground's patio.

Local micro-brews and other food specials will be offered. This is the first time that Treaty Grounds has sponsored this type of party.

For those looking for a more tailgate-like party, live music and food will be offered at the track, west of the Kibbie Dome.

"The band formerly known as Holly Bob" will be performing at 1:30 p.m. The four-man local band that performed at the Sept. 16 tailgate party under the name "Crash" is looking forward to the chance to play again.

In addition, Marriott will be selling lunch items and sodas.